6.5 Case Study 5-Period 8 Setting
My friend moved into this apartment beginning of the year 2005.

Period 8 setting- Sits on 33 degrees (Northeast) and faces 218 degree (Southwest).The simple
floor plan is as below:
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Mountain Star in Charge of Person while Water Star in charge of Wealth
My Analysis:
First Observation:
Since the above setting is auspicious in period 8 with both Mountain and Water Stars located at
its ideal sectors, wealth should not be a major concern.
The Truth: After moving into this house mere three months, his income improved significantly

(Stock broker).
2nd Observation:
The Kitchen door faces directly to washroom door and on top in the sector of east (2005 flying
star of arguments and legal related issues) might result in constant argument among family
members.
The Truth: Since three months ago, he and his girlfriend were constantly in argument over
small and tiny matters.
3rd Observation
Since the external factors like big construction sites still underway on the both green dragon
and white tiger sector, the health might be affected as well but since this house setting with
auspicious Mountain star, no major health problems involved.
The truth: since moving in, he took quite a number of sick leaves related to small health
problems like coughing, cold and etc.
4th Observation
The study room flying star combination of 637 might result in foot and hand related problems,
The Truth: More bruises found on my girlfriend’s leg since moving into this house.
P/s; It is important to note that especially for new house/apartment, in this case the owner just moved in less than
6 months, be careful that when diagnosing situation external environment must come first.
will only affect a person after three months.

Foote note:
Period 5 is from 1944 to 1963
Period 6 is from 1964-1983
Period 7 is from 1984-2003
Period 8 is from 2004-2023

The interior factors

